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Life was essentially emblematic because, to some degree, 
many aspects of daily experience were self-consciously pre-
sented as part of an emblematic theatre, in which no event 
could be presented without an accompanying gloss. For this 
reason human history, legend and myth needed to be taught 
and remembered, because these fictions and constructions of 
the past repeated themselves in essence, and could, in turn, 
throw light on present events and happenings. (29-30) 

The emblem as art form began with the �father� of the emblem, Andrea 
Alciato, an academic lawyer who presented to a printer in 1522 a book he 
titled Emblemata. Alciato claimed that he had invented a new literary art 
form containing a series of humorous epigrams. Various printers of Al-
ciato�s popular and soon reprinted book made several errors, which in turn 
developed the form, by either adding or removing pictures or modifying 
them. Printers and publishers also manipulated the form to increase profits 
once the genre proved to attract an audience. 

Alciatio�s hobby soon grew beyond its original intention and fused art 
and poetry. Text was always paramount. As Manning states, �an emblem-
atic cut is not in itself tied to a single meaning, but is at the disposal of the 
verbal text. The text is what does the work in making the cut convey the 
meaning� (86). However, the increasing focus on image to make the em-
blem marketable is not easy to ignore.  

The problem is that a mismatching image has the capacity to subvert 
the meaning of the text, or lead to misinterpretation and the emblems pur-
pose to articulate the lessons of history for its readers would fail. Carefully 
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and appropriately chosen, the aim of the image was to highlight the mean-
ing of the text in a memorable and thoughtful way. It also went beyond that. 
Manning argues: �Metaphorically, then, emblemata are veiled utterances. 
The rich design appropriated from somewhere else might merely clothe a 
simple idea � Meaning is generated by dislocation: the familiar, everyday 
or commonplace is changed by virtue of being placed in another context� 
(47). The familiar is changed into the unfamiliar. What is known becomes 
unknown so that it may be understood. The emblem is to speak to its audi-
ence of their life, to reflect, through �dislocation� its true essence. 

In The Emblem Manning gives, according to the Preface, �a historical 
overview of the form.� As opposed to previous studies that have concen-
trated on trying to reveal the secret meanings of the form itself, this study is 
of how the emblem came to be. Manning charts the development of the art 
form through printer errors, popular emblematic books of the seventeenth 
century and the pre-occupations of its audience. 

Emblems became a way to structure knowledge, to package it into 
small, easily digestible pieces. It was art/poetry/history/morality. The world 
could be encompassed and compressed in the space of an emblematic 
book. Many writers produced multiple volumes in their life time, each vol-
ume concentrating on a specific area of knowledge or wisdom, for example, 
virtues, vices, love, the animal and plant kingdom and marriage. Many writ-
ers in this period were priests of the Jesuit order who used emblems to 
create visual and mental meditations on aspects of Catholicism such as the 
Virgin Mary and the Trinity. The emblem book soon became a reference 
work for readers seeking inspiration and wisdom on these topics. Here they 
found their world encapsulated into a picture and accompanying text, and it 
was hoped that here they would find answers to life�s inevitable challenges. 

Manning discusses, among other examples, the growing awareness of 
the emblem as an effective means of teaching morality in children. Their 
natural interest in things pictorial made emblem books easy to market as 
school instruction books and texts to be used in the home. These books 
were also given by authors to the children of patrons they wanted to se-
cure. The topic and use of play is discussed, with various examples of how 
emblematists used children�s games, toys and activities to promote certain 
moral values. The view of the time regarded children as miniature versions 
of adults, and society held the belief that the earlier children were taught 
morality, the better. Emblems used to demonstrate the importance of this to 
medieval audiences were for example, a man trying to uproot a mature 
tree, and a woman filling an empty vessel. Children�s games were also use-
ful symbols for life and virtues. An emblem of a child blowing bubbles would 
point to the quick departure of childhood. Children playing dice pointed to 
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the risks of life, and a boy rolling a hoop along the ground symbolised futil-
ity. 

Manning also discusses the growing popularity of the love emblem 
and the use of the figure of Cupid to depict its many states, primarily in the 
work of Otto Vaenius, Amorum Emblematum, published in Antwerp in 
1608. Vaenius created a collection, or perhaps more accurately an anthol-
ogy of love epigrams from various classical writers. This book proved ex-
tremely popular, particular as a gift book to lovers. Vaenius� work depicted 
the many roles and guises of Cupid in the growth of the love emblem. At 
times he is god-like and strong, at other times more childlike and is de-
picted playing games. At yet other times the emblems combine a bawdy 
sense of humour and playfulness to depict love in its erotic sense. The 
book also shows Cupid in everyday domestic duties, the symbol of love ac-
cessible to all classes. Cupid as an emblematic character changed roles in 
the middle of that century. He was taken up by religious emblematists (in 
particular the Jesuits) to depict work about the human soul and its longing 
for God. Cupid then became symbolic of spiritual love and devotion. Of this 
change in symbolic direction, Manning writes: �Sometimes the dislocation 
of a motif from its original erotic context may surprise, even shock, by its 
reappearance as a religious emblem. But that � is the essential nature of 
the emblem: a detachable and re-attachable ornament� (177). 

The Emblem provides a way for opening dialogue on the conse-
quences of image and text. The importance of compatibility between the 
two elements that produce the emblem was determined in the seventeenth 
century by European audience�s desire to see their lives accurately por-
trayed in a way that allowed them to see life in its multiple utterances. 
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